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Abstract: Supplier development constitutes one of the current tools to enhance supply chain
performance. While most literature in this context focuses on the relationship between manufacturers
and suppliers, supplier development also provides an opportunity for distinct manufacturers
to collaborate in enhancing a joint supplier. This article proposes a model for the optimization
of such joint supplier development programs, which incorporates the effects of trust in the
manufacturer-to-manufacturer relationship. This article uses a model-predictive formulation to
obtain optimal supplier development investment decisions to consider the strong dynamics of the
markets. Thereby, the model is designed to be highly customizable to the needs and requirements
of different companies. We analyzed the price development related to Mercedes’ A-Class cars and
the cost development in the automotive sector over the last ten years in Germany. According to the
obtained result, the proposed model shows a sensible behavior in including trust and its effects in
supplier development, even when just applying a set of generalized rules. Moreover, the numeric
experiments showed that aiming for a balanced mix of optimizing revenue and trust results in the
highest revenue obtained by each partner.

Keywords: supplier development; trust; decision making support; optimization; model predictive control

1. Introduction

Today’s original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) consider supplier performance as a significant
factor in their competitive advantage. Internally, OEMs can further improve their products by
investments; however, at some point, they need suppliers to modify their performance, processes,
or components. OEMs often have to rely heavily on their suppliers, even engaging in close cooperation
to enhance the suppliers’ competencies. As a result of the high specialization, several manufacturers
often involve the same supplier in their supplier development programs. Despite the close cooperation
these programs require, OEMs need to continuously revise these programs, e.g., due to quickly
changing market dynamics or simply because future investments might not yield the expected results.
Previous studies showed that collaboration or even cooperation between multiple manufacturers
provides extensive advantages concerning their respective supplier development programs [1,2].

Supplier development consistently requires relationship-specific investments. OEMs may invest
in supplier development, a process that is typically safeguarded by formal contracts to minimize
partner opportunism. However, formal contracts are not flexible enough to deal with the rapid changes
in the market. Therefore, one of the practical approaches that enable OEMs to cope with opportunism
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is mutual trust [3]. Trust in a partnership reduces several issues originating from opportunism and
uncertainty. Studies on trust among supply chain partners have mainly focused on defining effective
trust factors. Many researchers tried to investigate the influence of different factors in partnership
gains. Some of them determined trust factors by utilizing use-cases [4–7] and others conducted trust
factor studies in general [8–11]. This paper aims to consider the effect of trust on the gains of supplier
development for engaged OEMs who invest in the same supplier. Therefore, it first presents a broad
literature review on trust factors in manufacturer–supplier relationships and transfers those which are
applicable to the manufacturer–manufacturer setting regarded in this study. In fact, this study takes
one step further than the authors of [1,2] by considering the effects of trust in collaborative supplier
development investments. The primary objective of this article is to propose a generalized model
to quantify trust in manufacturer-to-manufacturer relationships and, furthermore, to integrate trust
into the optimization of supplier development programs. This article proposes using the weighted
sum over the proposed trust factors as input for a sigmoidal function to achieve the quantification.
The integration relies on a fuzzy controller to map the quantified trust values to different collaboration
schemes, in order to emulate the effects of increasing or decreasing trust. This setup allows for high
adaptability to practitioners’ needs. While this article proposes a generalized method to quantify
and integrate trust within the optimization, it also provides two exemplary use-case applications
to evaluate the behavior of the proposed model. The first use-case constitutes a simplified use-case
without market dynamics to focus on the model’s behavior. The second use-case includes real-world
data on market dynamics in the automotive industry, relying on data obtained from Germany’s Federal
Office for Statistics.

Therefore, this paper is structured as follows. The current section presents the state of the art for
supplier development in Section 1.1 and trust in supply chain collaboration in Section 1.2 as a baseline for
the model development. Section 2 presents the baseline optimization model for supplier development and
presents the proposed trust-model. Afterward, this article presents the result of different parameterization
of these models for the static and the dynamic (automotive) use-cases in Section 3. Finally, the article ends
up with a discussion about the proposed models in Section 4.

1.1. Supplier Development

OEMs depend on their suppliers, and the suppliers’ performance has a noticeable effect on
different product aspects, such as cost, quality, and on-time delivery [12]. Therefore, OEMs invest
in their suppliers to enhance their performance and potentials. These improvements can be a faster
response to customer demands and market dynamics, enhancing customer responsiveness, developing
quality and reliability of products, manufacturing of new products, reducing costs of production, and,
especially, increasing profit margins [12–14]. Hence, it is in the mutual interest of OEMs and suppliers
to obtain competitive advantages through supplier development.

Within the last years, researchers studied supplier development extensively. As a result,
the internal processes of supplier development, concerning the use of specific activities [15],
antecedents [16], critical success factors [17,18], and the prevalence of supplier development in
practice [19], are well understood. By now, companies in various fields apply techniques for supplier
development via performance feedback, capital, on-site support, and personnel training [12,18,20].

Supplier development can provide the base for cooperation among OEMs and suppliers. However,
supplier development offers the opportunity of collaboration among several OEMs as well. Many
OEMs, specifically those working in the same industry, often order raw materials and components
from overlapping sets of suppliers. For example, Whirlpool and General Electric for washing
machine motors, Toyota and Pontiac for automobile engines, and Dell and Hewlett-Packard for
personal computer PC boards work with the same suppliers [12]. Generally, in this kind of situation,
an OEM can select between various types of partnerships, which can be cooperative, non-cooperative,
or collaborative [21].
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In this study, we consider different relationships between manufacturers in supplier development
according to game theory. Game theory has been applied to study multi-manufacturer interactions,
particularly those consisting of negotiation and coordination [22]. In previous work, we
proposed four different collaboration schemes given as non-cooperative, sequential, simultaneous,
and full-cooperative. The following shortly summarizes these schemes (for a full description and a
game-theoretic background of these schemes, please refer to [1]):

Non-Cooperative: In this scheme, OEMs do not interact with each other, in terms of neither active
resource nor information sharing. This scheme assumes that each OEM renders its own decision
regarding the supplier development program, optimizing its investments and profits. Despite this
focus, each OEM also benefits from the other one’s investments as the supplier increases in efficiency.

Sequential: This scheme represents an asymmetrical form of collaboration between two involved OEMs.
As in the non-cooperative case, both manufacturers render their own decisions. In contrast, one of
the manufacturers provides its plans to the other one. As a result, the scheme shows a unidirectional
information flow. When relating to the topic of trust, such a situation can occur in early stages where
one OEM begins conveying information to another to start building trust and show goodwill slowly.

Simultaneous: This scheme represents a more advanced form of collaboration where both involved
OEMs negotiate their activities. Thereby, each OEM renders a decision concerning its investments
and profit, and both convey their plans to the other. Using shared information, both parties then
optimize their plans and update the other partner.

Full-Cooperative: This scheme assumes that OEMs not only share all relevant information but also
try to find the “best solution” for both partners using a shared pool of resources and fully sharing
the benefits. Such situations might occur in joint ventures or companies closely tied together
by corporate groups. Examples for such groups are the Volkswagen Group (Audi, Volkswagen,
Porsche, etc.) or General Motors (Cadillac, Chevrolet, etc.). This scheme diverges from the first
three, as it implies that OEMs conduct a single optimization that optimizes across both partners.

Previous studies demonstrated that cooperative supplier development programs have the
potential to result in higher profits for all involved partners. Nevertheless, such cooperation requires
a high degree of trust between partners, especially if they act within the same branch of industry.
Consequently, the next subsections discuss the basic concepts and the state of the art related to trust in
supply chains.

1.2. Trust in Supply Chain Collaboration

Collaborative relationships come up with opportunism when partners take actions in their
self-interest and/or against the others’ benefits. Spekman and Davis declared that, if partners decide
to share vital information, they require an assurance that the use of such information is going to
be as planned. Additionally, an uninsured collaboration can increase the chance of sharing altered
data that obfuscate the visibility and reality from the partner’s side [23]. The modification of data
might happen when partners try to avoid releasing their business model by sharing slightly modified
information. There are other uncertainties when partners share their supplier development investments
collaboratively. These uncertainties comprise equity of applied system, dividing costs and profits,
as well as synchronizing distributed activities and decisions [3]. Moreover, in this context, Chopra
and Meindl asserted that some partners may have local concentrations and concerns, and employ
them in information processing that causes deviation of the requested information. The existence of
mutual trust reduces many of these issues, and, therefore, can facilitate and improve initiatives for
collaborative investments [24].

In essence, companies are motivated to work collaboratively due to the efficient use of
resources and investments. In supplier development, feasible ways to invest collaboratively include
providing machinery, tools, and distribution facilities and, in particular, sharing information systems.
Accordingly, trust is a relational element essential to preserve collaborative relationships. In supplier
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development investments, trust, as revealed in behavior, is deeply affected by information sharing,
sharing schemes, decision symmetry, and opportunism [3].

We conducted a literature study of trust among supply chain partners to determine trust factors
that affect collaboration and information sharing in supplier development. Furthermore, this survey
considered other areas such as the supply chain, logistics, manufacturing, and business. Consequently,
factors selected from the literature do not only cope with collaborative supplier development. Finally,
results from the survey on the background of the research revealed a total of 23 determinants. These
determinants are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Literature review on factors influencing trust in manufacturer/supplier relationships.

Trust Factors

Dynamic Factors Static Factors

Benevolence [6,25–28] Ability [28–30]
Honesty [8,28,31–35] Capability [3,36–38]

Opportunism [3,38–41] Asset specificity [3,42,43]
Commitment [3,36,37,40,44,45] Incentive alignment [3,41,46–48]

Information sharing [3,37,43,45,49,50] Bargaining power [43,44,47,48]
Communication [3,46,51] Satisfaction with know-how/specialties [8,34,35]

Joint knowledge creation [3,46] Unique knowledge/skills in business [8,33,35,52,53]
Openness [8,33–35] Reputation [35]

Positive mutual understanding [8,33,35,54] Historical transaction [35]
Respect [8,35,52,55] Emotions [35]

Information mismatch [37,43,45,49,50] Experiences [35]
Cognition from trustor [35]

These determinants describe factors, behaviors/actions, criteria, or elements that define trust in
the supply chain’s relationships and depend on an area of the trusting partnerships. In this table, we
divide trust determinants into dynamic factors and static factors.

1.2.1. Classification of Factors Influencing Trust

Many determinants of trust exist, which relate to trust in supply chain partnerships and in sharing
logistics resources. A fundamental categorization needs to be defined to investigate these determinants.
Such a categorization supports the decision if a particular determinant of trust considerably affects the
partnership and the collaboration or not. Many researchers tried to define different determinants of
trust among supply chain partners. Following, we present several classifications of trust factors.

Child [53] offered two different types of trust: knowledge-based trust and identification-based
trust. The source of knowledge-based trust is long-term interactions since partners can predict the
other’s behavior based on long-term relationships. Identification-based trust occurs based on the
emotional connection among partners who concern the other’s desire, needs, and wishes. Ha et al. [28]
suggested another classification of trust determinants. They divided trust determinants into two
categories: affective trust and trust in competency. Affective trust considers aspects such as openness,
benevolence, honesty, understanding, and respect. Trust in competency considers aspects such as
ability, knowledge and skills, business judgment, and specialty. Han and Dong [11] divided trust
determinants into two categories: predetermined factors and instant factors. Companies can evaluate
predetermined factors from the history of the trustor with the previous behaviors of the trustee. These
factors are fixed and pre-known so that the trustors can evaluate trustees based on their experiences.
According to their research, predetermined trust factors are reputation, the history of transactions,
recommendations of the trustee’s peers, the trustor’s emotions, experience, and cognition. Companies
can assess instant factors according to the current transaction manner of trustee [56]. Daudi [3,57]
reviewed the literature of trust in detail and categorized the influencing trust determinants into
behavioral and non-behavioral streams. Behavioral determinants concentrate more on partner’s
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behaviors and interactions during the collaboration period and whose outcome can predictively
be estimated. However, non-behavioral determinants do not depend on the actions of the trustee
on the collaboration horizon. He extracted nine of the most effective trust determinants from
the literature: commitment, capability, information sharing, communication, asset specificity, joint
knowledge creation, incentive alignment, bargaining power, and opportunism. Finally, he applied a
systematic literature review (SLR) to find the most critical behavioral trust determinants among the
mentioned factors. The result of his research revealed that information sharing, incentive alignment,
decision synchronization, and opportunism are the major behavioral trust determinants in logistics
resource collaboration.

The presented classifications all differentiate between two types of factors, which we can roughly
be grouped into static and dynamic determinants according to the author of [11,56]. While the first
class of determinants resembles a-priori knowledge about the partner, the second class refers to
determinants that might change quickly during a collaboration.

1.2.2. Quantification of Trust

We describe above the items affecting trust from peer-reviewed studies, as given in Table 1. In the
following, we provide a summary of research conducted in trust measurement.

Chow and Holden [4] measured trust in the salesperson, considering three factors that
concentrated on the risk of trusting, opportunistic behavior, and being careful. They applied
confirmatory factor analysis to measure the trust in salesperson and trust in a company with three-point
scales. They concluded that trust is a necessary construct used by OEMs to evaluate and adopt suppliers
in a business marketing environment. Smith and Barclay [7] applied partial least squares to measure the
trust, mutually perceived trustworthiness, and mutual trusting behaviors. They characterized mutually
perceived trustworthiness by considering four dimensions, character, role competence, judgment,
and motives or intentions. They added judgment as the fourth dimension to Mayer et al.’s [58]
research. Finally, they conceptualized mutual trusting behaviors as relationship investment, influence
acceptance, communicative openness, control reduction, and forbearance opportunism. Plank et al. [9]
utilized exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis to measure the trust within a business to business
context. This specific conceptualization contains three correlated elements: salesperson trust, company
trust, and product/service trust. They studied trust on a five-point scale, investigating items such
as expertise, friendship, and willingness to serve the company. Gassenheimer and Manolis [10]
conducted a seven-point scale that included one more dimension than Plank et al. [9], namely reliability.
They evaluated the inter-organizational and organizational trust by applying confirmatory factor
analysis and Cronbach’s alpha coefficients. To measure the salesperson’s trust, they proposed a
seven-item scale, and, to measure organizational trust, they proposed a four-item scale. Möllering [5]
offered a separate multi-point scale for the impact of trustworthiness on the organization of inter-firm
relations in the United Kingdom’s printing industry. He measured the buyer’s level of agreement
or disagreement according to a range of parameters about a supplier, utilizing five-point Likert
scales. Six of the parameters aim at the cognitive dimension of trustworthiness and five items at the
affective dimension. The result of his study shows that not only cognitive and affective dimensions are
reliable independently, but the combination of these two is also a reliable combined scale for overall
trustworthiness with Cronbach’s α = 0.8878. Comer at al. [59] proposed trust specifically within
a business-to-business sales context as containing three correlated components: salesperson trust,
company trust, and product/service trust. They applied exploratory analysis with considering ten-
trust factors, using a three-item scale questionnaire that demonstrates the appropriate reliability and
validity for use in future studies incorporating the concept of perceived trust in business-to-business
and buyer–seller contexts. Han and Dong [11] considered trust in the supply chain as a psychological
perspective. They divided the affective trust factors into two categories. The first category denotes
factors that companies can evaluate before a transaction, such as reputation, historical transaction,
and peer recommendations from trustees and emotions, experience, and cognition from the trustors.
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The assessment of these items is pre-known and predictable in a transaction. They called these factors
predetermined factors and denoted them as (R). The second category refers to behaviors during
transactions. In other words, companies can only evaluate these factors in the current transaction.
Han and Dong called these factors instant factors, denoted by (∆). Thus, they proposed Trust (T ) as a
randomly distributed variable with cumulative density function F(t) and probability density function
f(t), as shown in Equation (1).

T ∼ f (tR, ∆) where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 (1)

The state of the art shows that previous research provides broad insights into the effects and
structure of trust in manufacturer/supplier relationships. However, we could not identify research in
the context of manufacturer/manufacturer relationships. Previous studies show that manufacturers
can achieve considerable benefits from collaborating and, especially, from cooperating within their
supplier development programs [1,2]. Nevertheless, these studies did not regard the effects of trust.

1.3. Notation

Table 2 shows the most important parameters and variables used throughout this article.
Additional notation might be introduced if necessary in the appropriate subsections.

Table 2. Parameters and variables used in this article.

Indices with i, n, m ∈ N+

i Index used for time instances
n Index used for sampling instances
m Index of OEM

Parameter sets used in the optimization (please refer to Table 3 for an in-depth description)
SD Contains parameters relating to the supplier development
R Contains static trust factors
∆ Contains dynamic trust factors
OL Contains parameters used by the open-loop’s prediction modes to estimate trust and its effects

General parameters
T Sampling step size for the MPC algorithm given in months with T ∈ N+

P Number of periods regarded in the MPC’s open-loop optimization with P ∈ N+

N Prediction horizon of the MPC’s open-loop optimization given as N = P ∗ T
Xn State Vector X = SD ∪ R ∪ ∆ ∪OL
Tm Trust that OEMm places in its partner. with T ∈ R+; 0 ≤ Tm ≤ 1

Parameters used for state updates (all in R+)
modexp Increase or decrease of the factor experience during the closed-loop state update
modopp Increase or decrease of the factor opportunism during the closed-loop state update
modmis Increase or decrease of the factor information mismatch during the closed-loop state update
modexp∗ Increase or decrease of the trust level during the open-loop state update due to experience
modopp∗ Increase or decrease of the trust level during the open-loop state update due to opportunism
modmis∗ Increase or decrease of the trust level during the open-loop state update due to information mismatch

Parameters used in the cost function
am Customer’s willingness-to-pay for the product of OEMm with am ∈ R+

cSD
m Cost for supplier development projects of OEMm with cSD

m ∈ R+

cm OEMm’s production cost with cm ∈ R+

cs
m Supplier’s production cost related to the product of OEMm with cs

m ∈ R+

bm Price elasticity chosen by OEMm with bm ∈ R+

r Supplier’s revenue for OEMm’s product with r ∈ R+

l Supplier’s learning rate with l ∈ R−

Decision variables
um Optimal control sequence of length P obtained by the open-loop simulation for OEMm
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2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the proposed approach to include the notion of trust in
the optimization of supplier development programs. In this study, we adopted the Model Predictive
Control (MPC) scheme applied in [1,2]. This scheme enables coping with highly dynamic systems
where actors cannot anticipate the full extent of these dynamics, for instance the multi-OEM scenarios
regarded in this article. In most cases, each OEM only has access to a specific subset of information
that it can use during decision-making. Thus, the (simulated) reality can quickly diverge from the
(model-based) predictions undertaken during the optimization. The overall approach distinguishes
between two cycles. First, a closed-loop control continuously measures the state of the observed system
at discrete sampling instances ni with a sampling step size of T. Second, an open-loop optimization
uses predictive system models to find an optimal control sequence. The measurement delivers the
current state of the system Xn, which describes the current state of the OEM’s supplier development
programs, and the current values related to dynamic trust factors. In the second step, the approach
calculates a value for the current trust of each manufacturer. The third step uses these values to
select and parameterize the corresponding collaboration schemes assumed by the OEM. In the fourth
step, the approach performs open-loop optimization. During this optimization, the approach uses
so-called system models and the selected collaboration schemes to determine an optimal course of
action (control sequence u) for each OEM over an extended prediction horizon denoted as N. In the
final two steps, the approach extracts the first action for each OEM and applies it to the simulated
real-world system. Afterward, the simulation transitions to the next sampling instance ni+1, and the
process starts again.

MPC Scheme
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1. Measure System State
Trust Factors (Section 2.1)

2. Calculate Trust Values
Aggregation of Factors (Section 2.2)

3. Scenario Selection
Fuzzy Controller (Section 2.3)

6. System Update
- Supplier Development (Section 2.5)
- Dynamic Trust Factors (Section 2.5)

General Approach

4. Optimization
Expected Changes in Trust (Section 2.4)

5. Application of the First Step

Figure 1. General structure of the optimization model (numbered 1–6) and the integrated steps of the
trust model.

The following subsections describe the main concepts for each step. Thereby, they introduce
our proposal for a trust-model in OEM/OEM relationships and also summarize relevant concepts
and ideas of the supplier development models already introduced in previous work. Consequently,
the main contribution lies in the integration of trust in the optimization scheme. We adapt existing
trust-models to an OEM/OEM relationship, and then discuss suitable methods to obtain a singular
trust value from these factors. Finally, we map these trust values to specific collaboration schemes,
which can be used during the optimization.
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2.1. Step 1: Trust Factors and System State

The integration of trust requires an extension of the system’s state. Therefore, we reformulate the
state to track the sum of projects for each OEM separately. Moreover, we introduce several parameters
to represent static and dynamic trust factors. As a result, we use a vector Xm containing the parameters
given in Table 3. We thereby assign each parameter to a semantic subset for easier reference: The subset
SD ⊂ Xm summarizes the state of the OEMs’ supplier development programs. The subset R ⊂ Xm

represents static trust factors, and the subset ∆ ⊂ Xm represents dynamic trust factors. The naming
of the subsets R and ∆ follows the notation introduced by Han and Dong [11]. Finally, the subset
OL ⊂ Xm contains parameters, which the open-loop’s prediction model uses to include the effects of
increasing or decreasing trust in its decision. According to the classifications in Section 1.2.1, static
factors refer to predetermined, affective, or knowledge-based factors. In contrast, dynamic factors tend
to change during the supplier development program and therefore refer to current, competency-related,
or identification-based factors.

Referring back to the list of trust determinants identified in the literature (Table 1), clearly, several
determinants describe the same basic concepts. Consequently, we only included an aggregated set
of these determinants as parameters, as given below. In terms of a later implementation, we assume
that each parameter describes the represented concept(s) as a numeric value in the range of [0, 1].
Moreover, we assume that all parameters represent the viewpoint of the indexed OEM. For instance,
in this study, we only consider two OEMs, OEM1 and OEM2. Thus, the parameter XReputation

1 denotes
the perceived reputation of OEM2 from the viewpoint of OEM1.

Reputation (static) This parameter, denoted as XReputation
m , describes the perceived reputation of an

OEM’s partner. Therefore, it subsumes the determinants Ability, Capability, Reputation, Emotions,
and Cognition from Trustor, as given in Table 1.

History (static) This parameter, denoted as XHistory
m , provides a value to rate the general quality of

historic transactions one OEMm had with the other partner. This parameter particularly includes
past collaborations in supplier development, as well as other interactions between these partners.

Specificity (static) This parameter, denoted as XSpeci f icity
m , summarizes the determinants

Asset Specificity, Satisfaction with Know-How, and Satisfaction with Specialities. Consequently,
it provides a requirement to establish trust in cooperation between competing companies.
If, e.g., both OEMs target vastly different market segments (high specificity), both partners will
engage in cooperative transactions easier than actively competing companies.

Commitment (static) This parameter, denoted as XCommitment
m , summarizes the determinants

Commitment, Incentive Alignment, and Bargaining Power, given in Table 1, and, therefore,
denotes how strongly an OEMm rates the commitment of its partner in a joint supplier
development program.

Recent Experience (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as XExperience
m , summarizes the

determinants Benevolence, Joint Knowledge Creation, and Experiences. It represents the quality
of the current joint supplier development program as OEMm perceives it. This parameter’s value
strongly depends on the current revenue and benefits generated by the program.

Information Sharing (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as XSharing
m , summarizes the

determinants Information Sharing, Communication, and Openness. Consequently, it highly depends
on the current willingness to share information between partners.

Information Mismatch (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as XMismatch
m , summarizes the

determinants Honesty, Positive Mutual Understanding, and Information Mismatch. In this article,
we interpret this parameter as an indicator of the matching of expectations between OEMs.
For example, if OEM1 expects to receive information on OEM2’s supplier development program,
but does not receive it, the mismatch would increase.

Opportunism (dynamic) This dynamic parameter, denoted as XOpportunism
m , describes how

opportunistic an OEM classifies its partner’s actions. Previous studies showed that some
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collaboration schemes facilitate opportunistic behavior, where one OEM would not invest in the
joint supplier until the other one ceases investments.

Table 3. Parameters contained in the state vector X.

Variable Subset Description

XProject
m SD Sum of supply development projects conducted by OEM with index m

XReputation
m R Reputation of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with index m

XHistory
m R Transaction history of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with index m

XSpeci f icity
m R Asset specificity of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with index m

XCommitment
m R Commitment of the other OEM as perceived by OEM with index m

XExperience
m ∆ Short-term experience with the other OEM as perceived by OEM m

XMismatch
m ∆ Information mismatch with the other OEM as perceived by OEM m

XSharing
m ∆ Tendency to share information by the other OEM as perceived by OEM m

XOpportunism
m ∆ Opportunism of the other OEM as perceived by OEM m

XEstT
m OL Expected trust scenario for OEMs used in the open-loop’s prediction models

XMinRev
m OL Expected minimal revenue obtained by not collaborating for OEMs used in the

open-loop’s prediction models
XMaxRev

m OL Expected maximum revenue obtained by fully collaborating for OEMs used in
the open-loop’s prediction models

Xλ
m OL Weighting factor between maximizing revenue or trust in the open-loop’s

prediction models

As the open-loop optimization cannot access all information necessary to update the trust factors
(cf. Step 5 below for details on the system update), it uses an aggregate value for the expected trust
scenario XEstT

m for each OEM. Depending on the currently selected collaboration scheme, this value
gets updated before each open-loop optimization with the center of mass in the fuzzy controller
respective membership function (cf. Step 3 for information on the controller). For instance, if the
algorithm selects the simultaneous scheme, it would assign 0.75 to XEstT

m , given the parameterization
described below.

The state additionally gets updated with an estimate of the maximum and minimum revenue
achievable by collaborating to allow the optimizer to regard trust as part of the optimization problem.
Following previous studies, we assume that full cooperation results in the highest profit, while
non-cooperation results in the lowest overall revenue. Consequently, the algorithm performs a single
open-loop optimization each for the non-cooperative and the full-cooperative case. It denotes the
revenue of each OEM in the state to obtain the values XMinRev

m and XMaxRev
m .

The parameter Xλ
m determines the integration of trust into each OEMs open-loop optimization

(cf. Step 4). The values can either be fixed to represent general tendencies of each OEM, or the algorithm
can dynamically adapt this value during the state update.

2.2. Step 2: Quantification of Trust

After measuring the state in the first step, the algorithm next quantifies trust. As shown in the
state of the art, several authors proposed methods and approaches to measure trust. Similar to the
naming conventions of subsets, this algorithm applies the method proposed by Han and Dong [11].
According to Equation (1), trust T is given as a function over the parameter subsets R and ∆. However,
the proposed function is not introduced precisely. As a consequence, we propose to use logistic
function over the normalized, weighted sum of parameters, given in Equation (2). Thereby, k provides
the steepness of the sigmoidal shape, x0 determines the center of the shape, i.e., where the result is 0.5,
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and α denotes a vector of weights for each parameter in R ∪ ∆. The algorithm applies this function for
each OEM with index m, to obtain the values Tm,i for the current time instance i.

Tm,i(Xm,i) =
1

1 + e−k(x−x0)
with (2)

x =
∑R∪∆

p (αp ∗ p)

∑ α

For a realistic use case, this function should be replaced or at least parameterized with the help
of experts of the corresponding OEM. Nevertheless, this function provides several advantages in
terms of parameterization. Depending on the experts’ input, the algorithm can be parameterized to
prefer specific trust factors by modifying the vector alpha. For example, this article assigns lower
weights of only 0.25 to all static factors in R, compared to a weight of 1 for all factors in ∆ to reduce the
bias of the static parameters. This weighting represents that the partners maintain a stronger focus
on their current experience than on historic collaborations or the reputation of their current partner.
Moreover, by shifting x0, it can be represented that a company is less trusting (higher x0) or more
trusting (lower x0). In this article, we assume a moderate company by choosing x0 = 0.5. Finally,
by modifying the steepness k, experts can adapt how quickly trust is built. This can reach from a linear
case (low k) to a more or less sudden jump in trust (very high k). In terms of this article, we again
assume a moderate case by selecting k = 10, resulting in the shape given in Figure 2.

0 0.5 1
0

0.5

1

k = 10
k = 7
k = 20

Figure 2. Function to quantify trust using the normalized sum over the trust factors in the current
system state using different values for k.

Previous researchers mostly applied questionnaires to collect experts’ opinions toward trust in
general and in some use cases. They ended up with the weight of trust factors, based on the expert’s
ideas. These approaches depend on the historical data and the experiences of experts, which were
not necessarily the decision-makers. Current research enables decision-makers to consider different
affective trust factors based on their uses cases. For instance, one OEM would choose to consider
the current trust factors of a partner rather than the experiences since the partner’s CEO changed,
and the new CEO adopted a trust-based relationship with his business partner. Applying the presented
model in this research not only enables decision-makers to choose the most relevant trust factors based
on their dynamic situation but also enables them to measure trust in terms of dynamic values of
trust factors.

2.3. Step 3: Selection and Parameterization of Collaboration Schemes

In the third step, the algorithm selects the appropriate collaboration scheme for the optimization
of the supplier development using the quantified trust values T1 and T2. This article proposes the use
of fuzzy logic for this task to achieve a highly versatile and customizable mapping (please refer to,
e.g., [60] for a comprehensive description of fuzzy logic). The application of fuzzy logic allows users
to reason using so-called literals instead of using fixed thresholds for the mapping. The proposed
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fuzzy controller obtains the quantified trust values for both OEMs and fuzzyfies them. Therefore,
the controller calculates the membership of each input for each literal. At this stage, we propose to
use five literals to represent the level of trust: Very Low (−−), Low (−), Medium(0), High (+), and Very
High (++). This classification allows for a suitable amount of distinction while still keeping the model
relatively small and maintainable. In terms of this article, we apply common triangular membership
functions as given in Figure 3a. These functions represent a simplification of normal distributions and,
thus, represent a generalized case. Moreover, these triangular functions can easily approximate skewed
distributions if required by a particular use-case. Using these membership functions, a measured trust
value of 0.63 results in {−− (0.0); − (0.0); 0 (0.26); + (0.31); ++ (0.0)}, as indicated in Figure 3b. This
result indicates that the trust value is in-between Medium and High trust level, with a membership
value of 0.26 and 0.31, respectively.

As output, we propose to select the collaboration schemes described in Section 1.1 as literals.
Thereby, the proposed controller differentiates between two versions of the sequential scheme, i.e., one
version where the current OEM provides the data (Sq) and one version, in which its partner provides the
information (Sq*). We abbreviate the remaining scenarios as FC (Full-Cooperative), Si (Simultaneous),
and NC (Non-Cooperative). As before, we use symmetric triangular membership functions for
their generality.
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Figure 3. Membership functions for the inputs T (a) and the output scenario (b).

The controller requires rules in the form of logical implications to enable reasoning, e.g., (T1 =

VeryHigh)∧ (T2 = VeryHigh)⇒ FC. To achieve these rules, we propose to first set-up a table, relating
the different combinations of input literals to output schemes. Figure 4 provides an example of the
mapping used in this article. The first two columns list the trust of each involved manufacturer while
the third column lists the collaboration scheme we desire the algorithm to apply for this constellation.
In a second step, this table can easily be transformed into logical statements, as given in the example
above, and be implemented into the fuzzy controller.

As mentioned above, different levels of trust influence the type of collaboration between partners.
For higher trust levels, OEMs most likely tend to share their supplier development information and
investment with their partners. To obtain the mapping given in Figure 4, we define that Very High and
High levels of trust encourage OEMs to make a Full-Cooperative relationship. Accordingly, when the
average trust both OEMs have in each other is on a medium level, e.g., T1= Very High and T2= Medium
or even Low, the OEMs would choose to share their supplier development information simultaneously
since they still trust in their partners considerably. In cases where a strong asymmetry between the
OEMs trust levels exists, this mapping implies that OEMs decide for one of the sequential scenarios.
For example, if T1 = Very High and T2 =Very Low, the mapping suggests the sequential scenario,
in which the first OEM shares its information, but the second one does not.
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T1 T2 Scheme

++ ++ Full-Cooperative
++ + Full-Cooperative
++ 0 Simultaneous
++ − Simultaneous
++ −− Sequential
+ ++ Full-Cooperative
+ + Full-Cooperative
+ 0 Simultaneous
+ − Sequential
+ −− Sequential
0 ++ Simultaneous
0 + Simultaneous
0 0 Simultaneous
0 − Sequential
0 −− Non-Cooperative
− ++ Simultaneous
− + Sequential*
− 0 Sequential*
− − Non-Cooperative
− −− Non-Cooperative
−− ++ Sequential*
−− + Sequential*
−− 0 Non-Cooperative
−− − Non-Cooperative
−− −− Non-Cooperative

(a)

S
ch
em
e

FC

SI

SQ

SQ*

NC

T2T1

(b)

Figure 4. Mapping of Tm to collaboration schemes (a) and resulting surface for the fuzzy controller (b).

The proposed fuzzy mapping allows users to set-up rules using common language, which allows
for a more accessible application in practice. Moreover, the controller supports a high degree of
customization to practitioners’ expectations, circumstances, and requirements. First, they can easily
customize the inputs, i.e., what is considered a high, medium, or low level of trust. Second, they
can quickly adapt the applied set of rules, e.g., if they decide that some instances should be handled
differently. Last, they could modify the weighting of the selected scenarios by adapting the output’s
membership functions.

2.4. Step 4: Open-Loop Optimization

In the fourth step, the algorithm applies the open-loop optimization. According to the selected
collaboration scheme, the open-loop performs a single (full-cooperative) or two distinct optimizations
to obtain a (predictive) optimal control sequence using a set of system models. These models update
the predicted state during the optimization for a given prediction horizon N. Each OEM updates the
parameter set SD, incorporating its own decision on the number of projects to invest in the current time
step as well as the information it receives from its partner (if any). Moreover, it updates its predictive
state in terms of trust. As the system models cannot access all information on the partner’s decisions,
a simplified model is used to estimate the effects a decision has on the collaboration. Please refer to
Step 5 below for a description of how the closed-loop updates the relevant trust factors in ∆ and which
information it uses. The simplified model uses the parameter set OL, i.e., the estimated level of aggregate
trust XEstT

m , the estimations for the trust dependent minimal and maximal revenue to be obtained XMinRev
m

and XMaxRev
m , and finally the OEMs’ tendencies to focus their decisions on revenue or trust Xλ

m.
The open-loop updates the estimated aggregate level of trust, only focusing on the current

OEM’s past decisions during the open-loop simulation. Thereby, the OEM assumes that this level
increases if it invests (Equation (3)) or decreases if does not invest in the supplier development
(Equation (4)). Moreover, it assumes that this trust level decreases if it tends to often change its decisions
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during negotiations (Equation (5)). In this equation, the index it denotes the current iteration of the
negotiation. Thereby, the parameters modexp∗, modopp∗, and modmis∗ describe user-defined penalties or
bonuses assumed by the OEM to represent the strength of the influence of experience, opportunism,
and information mismatch during the prediction. Using these parameters. the applied method will be
customized based on decision-makers’ ideas and different use-cases. For the experiments presented
below, we chose modexp = 0.1, modopp = 0.05, and modmis0.025. These values represent quite small
penalties to changing ones decisions during negotiations and comparably small but still noticeable
penalties to acting opportunistic. Using these values, the majority of assumed changes results from the
OEM’s investment decisions.

XEstT
m,i = XEstT

m,i−1 + u ·modexp∗ if u > 0 (3)

XEstT
m,i = XEstT

m,i−1 −modexp∗ −modopp∗ if u = 0 (4)

XEstT
m,i = XEstT

m,i−1 − abs(ui,it − ui,it−1) ∗modmis∗ if the current scheme is simultaneous (5)

As a baseline for the optimization, this model applies the same cost function (Equation (6)) used
in previous studies [1,2] and introduced by Proch et al. [61] to optimize the revenue for each OEM:

Jr
m = − (am(t)− cm(t)− cs

m(t) · xm(t)l)2 − r2

4bm
− cSD

m · um(t) (6)

In this equation, t denotes the current time since the start of the supplier development program
(t = i ∗ T), am(t) denotes the customers’ willingness-to-pay, cm(t) denotes the OEM’s production
costs, and cs

m(t) denotes the supplier production. Furthermore, r describes the supplier’s revenue, cSD
m

describes the cost for supplier development projects, bm describes the price elasticity, and l describes
the suppliers learning rate. Finally, um(t) denotes the number of supplier development projects funded
by OEM m at time index t The algorithm also applies this cost function during the estimation of the
minimum and maximum revenue during the state measurement (Step 1).

The open-loop additionally evaluates the cost function given in Equation (7) to integrate the
effects of trust. This function linearly interpolates between the minimum and maximum expected
revenue using the current value of the estimated aggregate trust level.

JTm = XMinRev
m + (XMaxRev

m − XMinRev
m ) · XEstT

m (7)

Finally, the open-loop’s optimization combines these two cost functions using the OEM’s tendency
to focus either on its revenue or on the possible influence of its decisions on the trust, as given in
Equation (8). This equation uses the weighting factor λ to assign a priority to the cost functions Jr

m
and JTm . The higher is λ, the higher is the OEM’s focus on revenue, ignoring the influence of trust; the
lower is λ, the stronger is the focus on maintaining a high level of trust over revenue.

Jm = λ · Jr
m + (1− λ) · JTm (8)

2.5. Step 5: Control Extraction and Application

The fifth step finally updates the state model, i.e., the parameter sets SD and ∆, based on the
OEMs decisions. As in previous studies, it updates the parameter XProject

m as XProjects
m = XProjects

m + um.
In addition, the algorithm updates the parameters in ∆ as their value changes dynamically based on
the decisions taken by the OEMs. To implement these changes, we propose a set of general rules which
we deduced from the definition of the respective trust factors:

Experience: This factor directly relates to the advantages that the OEM gains from collaborating with
its partner. Thus, as a general rule of thumb, this factor should increase depending on how much
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the other partner invests. In contrast, the value should decrease if one OEM invests, but its
partner does not.

Information Mismatch: This factor depends on the correctness of information obtained by each
OEMs’ partner. With the current collaboration schemes, only the simultaneous scheme shows
the potential for conveying changing information, as all other schemes assume that the provided
information is fixed. The simultaneous scheme thereby assumes a negotiation where each OEM
revises its decision using its partner’s current information. To represent the effects of such
non-fixed information, we propose to penalize lengthy negotiations, while short negotiations
(or the conveyance of fixed information) should be rewarded.

Information Sharing: This factor rates the partners’ tendency to share information in general.
We propose to implement a rule set that directly ranks the selected collaboration scheme to
this factor. Consequently, we can formulate a mapping, which, e.g., assigns a high value to this
factor if both partners are collaborating fully and a low value if no collaboration exists.

Opportunism: Similar to the factor experience, this factor assesses the other partner’s behavior in
terms of its investment strategy. We propose to evaluate a defined number of past time instances
for opportunistic behavior. Thereby, we interpret opportunistic behavior as an OEM just relying
on the investment of its partner to gain benefits from the supplier development, while not
investing on its own.

While these rules are quite basic, they can easily be adapted to practitioners’ needs,
e.g., by modifying the degree of influence. Moreover, additional or different rules can easily be
added as part of the state update to achieve more realistic simulation. The described rules can easily
be formulated and added as part of the state update, as given in the equations below. To keep these
equations more general, we propose to use a set of weighting parameters mod, which denotes the
influence of a decision on each trust factor. For the sake of simplicity, we selected all of these parameters
as 0.1 to have a slight but noticeable influence. Moreover, the term (nIt− 4) with nIt being the number
of negotiation iterations performed in the simultaneous scheme or 0 for all other schemes, assumes
that four iterations constitute the neutral case. If negotiations take longer, this is penalized; if they
finish earlier, a reward is provided. Finally, the parameter om provides a counter of how many time
instances an OEMs partner showed opportunistic behavior.

XExperience
m = XExperience

m + um ∗modexp

XExperience
m = XExperience

m −modexp if um > 0∧ um = 0

XSharing
m = XEstT

m if scheme ∈ NC, Si, FC

XSharing
1 = 0.25∧ XSharing

2 = 0.75 if scheme = Sq

XSharing
1 = 0.75∧ XSharing

2 = 0.25 if scheme = Sq∗
XMismatch

m = XMismatch
m + (nIt− 4) ∗modmis

XOpportunism
m = XOpportunism

m + modopp − (om ∗modopp)

3. Results

This section presents several numerical studies to evaluate the proposed model itself and to
highlight some of its characteristics. Since trust itself comprises a quite abstract concept and as the
literature does not provide any benchmark datasets, the numerical studies focus on the configuration
of the model and discuss the effects of different parameterization regarding expected behaviors.

3.1. Scenario Description

During the evaluation, we applied two different use-case scenarios. Both scenarios have been
used in previous versions of the proposed model to ensure compliance with non-trust based versions
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of it (i.e., in [1,2]). Therefore, we ensured that non-trust based experiments achieved the same results
as in earlier versions of the model. Table 4 summarizes the parameterization for both scenarios.

Table 4. Scenarios used in the evaluation.

No Market Dynamics Automotive
Parameter OEM1 OEM2 OEM1 OEM2

Sampling Step Size 3 month 6 month
Prediction Horizon 15*3 = 45 month 9*6 = 54 month
Program Duration 20*3 = 60 month 40*6 = 240 month

a 200 200 10,000 10,000
cSD 7500 6500 3,000,000 2,000,000
b 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
cm 65 70 4500 5400
cs 100 110 4050 3240
r 10 15 450 360
l −0.1 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1
pmax 5 2 20 10

In addition to these parameters, each experiment initialized all trust-related factors in R with 0.5
(medium level) and all dynamic factors ∆ with 0 (no recent experiences yet). The first scenario originates
from [1,61] and describes a standard use-case, in which no external changes to the parameters occur.
The second scenario was originally introduced to incorporate external influences in terms of market
dynamics. Therefore, the customers’ willingness-to-pay am, the production cost of the manufacturer cm,
and the production cost of the supplier cSD

m follow a time-dependent trend derived from real-world
data [2]. To obtain these trends, we analyzed the price development related to Mercedes’ A-Class cars
and the cost development in the automotive sector over the last ten years in Germany. We utilized the
database of Germany’s Federal Office for Statistics [62] for this use-case. The selected datasets contain
monthly values over the last ten years as of 2018. Both scenarios provide a good baseline to evaluate
the proposed model in terms of its behavior: As the first use-case does not include external dynamics,
the behavior can be analyzed easily. The second scenario includes real-world trends and acts as an
example that the model can be applied to such problems as well. We considered longer a project horizon
for the automotive use-case since this commodity has a long life-cycle.

3.2. Evaluation of the Optimization Focus

The parameter Xλ
m highly influences the optimizer’s approaches. As described, it determines

the mix of how strongly the optimizer focuses on maximizing the revenue or trust. Figure 5 displays
the sum of revenue over the duration of the supplier development program for the first OEM with
different settings of Xλ

m. The figure only shows the results for the automotive use-case to provide
a realistic interpretation of the results. Nevertheless, the other scenario’s results show a similar
structure. Moreover, we do not present the results for the second OEM as they show the exact same
behavior. The figure shows that very low values for Xλ

m (high focus on maximizing the trust as given
in Equation (8)) result in a strong loss of revenue.

This behavior can be explained by evaluating the terms of the cost function given in Equation (8).
The first term evaluates the effects of the decision variable u on the revenue obtained by supplier
development. The second term determines if the OEM should choose u so that it either increases or
decreases the expected trust level. If Xλ

m shifts the focus towards either extreme, the other term gets
ignored. In the case of a full focus on trust, this shift results in the optimizer ignoring the revenue
gained by a sensible supplier development program.

Figure 6 shows the investment strategy of the OEM1 for Xλ
m = 0, Xλ

m = 0.5 and Xλ
m = 1. The figure

shows that in the extreme case of Xλ
m = 0, the OEM only invests in a single project each time instance

to prevent its already high trust level from decaying. Comparing the cases of Xλ
m = 1 and Xλ

m = 0.5,
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the figure shows that the case of only focusing on the revenue from the supplier development program
leads to more instances in which the OEM invests in no or only very few projects. Consequently,
the remaining numeric studies restrict Xλ

m to a range of 0.45–1.0 to avoid an excessive loss of revenue.
Moreover, experiments only using a single value for Xλ

m select a balanced mix of both terms as Xλ
m = 0.5
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Figure 6. Number of projects M1 invested in supplier development for different settings of Xλ
1 .

3.3. Comparison of Investment Strategies with and without Regarding Trust

The experiment presented in the previous subsection verified that a strictly non-cooperative
setting denotes the lower limit of revenue. In contrast, a strictly full-cooperative setting denotes
the upper bound as long the algorithm selects Xλ

m in a sensible range. This section discusses the
behavior of the involved OEMs in terms of their investment strategy to provide more detailed insights
into the results of the proposed model, i.e., in terms of the decision variable u, which shows the
number of supplier development projects (Num. of SD Projects). Therefore, Figures 7 and 8 show
the behavior of each OEM at each time instance, the current trust level, and the increase in revenue
compared to the non-cooperative baseline (Inc. Rev. ∼ NC [e]). The figures show the behavior in a
strictly non-cooperative use-case, a use-case using the proposed models with Xλ

m = 0.5, and a strictly
full-cooperative use-case.

We studied the static used case to investigate the effect of trust in OEM partnerships without
considering the dynamic effect of the market. The result of this static use case shows that, in a
non-cooperative scenario, both OEMs stop investing after a short period since the two OEMs have
no trust in each other and aim to maximize their own profits out of supplier development. In the
case of Xλ

m = 0.5, both OEMs tend to invest in supplier development projects for an extended period.
This scenario clearly shows OEMs create trust between themselves over time, and this trust is sensitive
to the partner investments, as shown in Figure 7, when OEM1 stops investing the trust level of OEM2

decrease accordingly. Furthermore, the increase in revenue compared to the non-cooperative scenario
for the cases of Xλ

m = 0.5 and full-cooperative shows considerable growth over time.
We used the Mercedes-Benz A-Class as a sample product. To obtain the required time series,

we used Mercedes’ annual list prices for new A-Classes in Germany since its introduction until now.
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The results of the effect of trust in a dynamic market for automotive use cases are shown in Figure 8.
As can be seen in the non-cooperative scenario, OEM2 tends to invest more steadily and for a longer
period than OEM1. In the case of Xλ

m = 0.5, when OEM1 decreases the number of supplier development
projects, OEM2s level of trust drops accordingly, this shows a similar behavior with the static use case.
In addition, when OEM1 increases the number of investment projects, later on, the trust level of OEM2

improves. Moreover, the increase in revenue compared to the non-cooperative scheme is vastly higher
for Xλ

m = 0.5 and the full-cooperative scenario. As expected, the scenario using trust shows a slight
decrease in the revenue’s increase due to the lack of trust compared to the full cooperative scenario,
peaking at around 180 months into the project. In general, this use-case shows that the proposed
models represent the expected influence of trust quite well even under external market dynamics.
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Figure 7. Result of trust effects in non-dynamic market use-case.

3.4. Dynamic Adaptation of the Optimization Focus

The previous subsection shows good results in terms of revenue and behavior if the proposed
model chooses the collaboration scheme based on trust. Nevertheless, these results rely on a
predetermined selection of the parameter Xλ

m, assuming a balanced focus on maximizing revenue and
trust. This experiment evaluated two settings in which the algorithm also dynamically adapts this
parameter based on the current trust of each partner. The first setting assumes that high trust induces
a high focus on maintaining or increasing trust, while low trust implies that OEMs focus on their
own revenue, as given in Equation (9). The second settings assume the opposite: low trust induces a
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high focus on building trust between partners, while a high level of trust leads a strong focus on each
OEM’s own revenue, as given in Equation (10).

λ(T ) = 0.45 + (1− 0.45) · (1− Tm) (9)

λ(T −) = 0.45 + (1− 0.45) · Tm (10)
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Figure 8. Result of trust effects in dynamic market (automotive) use-case.

The algorithm updates the values for Xλ
m in each closed-loop iteration to react to the newly

measured level of trust for each OEM. Thereby, both equations use the range determined in Section 3.2,
i.e., [0.45; 1]. Figure 9 shows the difference in the sum of revenues in relation to the non-cooperative
baseline. The x-axis depicts the different modes as non-cooperative, fixed-lambda, full cooperative,
and for the automatic modes given as λ(T ) for Equation (9) and λ(T −) for Equation (10).

The figure shows that, in the use-case without market dynamics, both settings perform more or
less equally well and only a little worse compared to the fixed setting. In the automotive use-case,
the first setting performs well and results in higher revenues, even than the fixed-lambda scenario.
In contrast, using the second setting λ(T −) results in less revenue.
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Figure 9. Sum of revenue for both OEMs in both use-cases normalized to the non-cooperative scheme.

4. Conclusions

In the literature, trust is considered one of the main drivers in supply chain collaboration. This
article proposes an MPC-based approach for the optimization of supplier development programs,
focusing on the relationship between two different OEMs who invest in the same supplier. As trust
remains a hard-to-model, abstract concept, the proposed approach breaks it down into eight relatively
tangible factors derived from the literature. Furthermore, it aggregates these factors using a highly
customizable function to allow users a proper adaptation to the actual use-case. Using the obtained
value for trust, the model chooses a suitable collaboration scheme to optimize the transactions. For this
task, the approach applies a fuzzy controller, which again is designed to be highly customizable to fit
practitioners’ needs.

Based on the results, the proposed approach shows good behavior in terms of representing the
effects of trust on the investment behavior of the optimized OEMs, even though this article only
proposes some basic assumptions on how the OEMs’ decisions influence their mutual trust. As noted
above, practitioners can easily adapt and extend these assumptions. In general, a suitable design of
these rules can only be obtained by analyzing the needs, assumptions, and viewpoints of the involved
companies, e.g., by conducting interviews or applying suitable quantification techniques. Nevertheless,
even the base assumptions presented here show a reasonable development of trust and, accordingly,
a suitable selection of collocation schemes. Moreover, the results show that the OEMs’ tendency to
either build the trust or focus on the optimizing of their receptive revenue highly influences the overall
outcome. Assuming a balanced tendency for the optimizer achieves the highest level of revenue, both
for the individual OEMs and also globally in both use cases.

Future work will focus on obtaining more concrete base assumptions. Therefore, we will
investigate the literature for more information on how certain actions influence trust. Moreover,
additional collaboration schemes might be developed to allow for a broader and more realistic range
of interactions the approach can pick from.
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